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Beyond this, the play stands out through its complex, elegant take on feminism. Mouthpiece is an unsettlingly familiar, unblinking look at the female body in contemporary commodity culture. It offers an evocative, dialectical experience of womanhood-expres sive as it is repressed, digestible as it is hard to swallow-with the performers using text, melody, and sound to perform a contem porary feminist awakening. Tracing the interweaving of what is seen and heard throughout the show, Mouthpiece speaks to the moment the penny drops, the veil is lifted, and the female body finds itself caught in a series of patriarchal paradoxes. By walking the tightrope along a double-edged sword of expected, gendered binaries, Mouthpiece balances dialectics across the female body, performing the complexities of contemporary feminism.
I initially saw Mouthpiece in its first iteration, as part of Why Not Theatre's RISER Project, in 2015. I then taught the play in my Theatre and Social Justice class at York University in the fall of 2017, and was able to show the students archival foot age from the Edinburgh 2017 run. I saw it live once again at Buddies in Bad Times in May 2018. In its very form, Mouth piece deconstructs reductive gendered binaries. Mouthpiece tells the story of Cassandra Hayward, who has woken up to find (1) that she's lost her voice and (2) that her mother has died. An hour-long hodgepodge of text, song, movement, and sound finds Cassandra picking out a casket, getting the flowers, choosing a dress for her mother, and (the most daunting) writing the eulogy. Cassandra is played by both Nostbakken and Sadava-called in the published script Woman Left and Woman Right. Nostbakken and Sadava mention how audiences and reviewers tend to put the two women into a binary, "asking who's the good one?"-revealing the expectation that, if there are two women onstage, there must be a good one and a bad one! Deconstructing this re ductive binary, Woman Left and Woman Right represent instead the multiplicity of the female experience.
2 This multiplicity takes form as a constant and contradictory stream-of-consciousness style conversation, reminiscent of the many voices, opinions, and thoughts in our heads. In rejecting the polemic, two-dimensional expectation that women are either 'good' or 'bad,' they advocate for a third dimension that cannot be easily portrayed by one per former: "Clearly we need more than one woman to tell one wom an's story" (Nostbakken and Sadava personal interview). As such, Mouthpiece is a solo show performed by two people; Woman Left and Right represent a dialectic that rejects a binary of eitheror, instead embracing the ethos of both-and.
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It's as two bodies that Mouthpiece performs the paradox of feminist choice and the complexity of being seen, contextualized and complicated within visual culture and capitalism. Is there such a thing as feminist choice in a world where women are turning themselves into sights/sites-where they are bombarded by agency that is just one purchase away and where feminist self-definition is still a double-edged sword (e.g. how can I be not too girly, but not too aggressive?)? It is within this paradox that Mouthpiece sets up camp. The two performers interrupt each other, move in sync, fight, dance, harmonize, and ultimately try to understand their dialectical position in the contemporary moment. They simultan eously deconstruct and perform for the male gaze. They emphasize how they are to-be-seen as performers by wearing matching white bathing suits. They also present scopophilic readings within the play's content, as catcallers, magazine titles, and headlines come to life throughout the play. In one scene, as Cassandra dresses her self, Woman Right's hands move across Woman Left from behind, pushing her body into one pose and then another, adjusting it for the pleasure of the audience. Here, a swimsuit pose; now, in stant cleavage. The scene ends with Woman Left pushing the hand away, and then we remember the hands are her own-a cognitive editing of herself for the imagined viewer.
The objectification of the female body is explored again near the end of the play, as Woman Right describes how she imagines being looked at: Woman Right internalizes the male gaze-she sees herself as an object to be seen. Her identity is framed through the way she ap pears, to the point that her own eyes take on the work of the male gaze. Or, as John Berger notes, the woman is both "surveyor and the surveyed":
One might simplify this by saying: men act and women ap pear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at. This determines not only most relations between men and women but also the relation of women to them selves. The surveyor of woman in herself is male: the surveyed female. Thus she turns herself into an object-and most par ticularly an object of vision: a sight. (47) Cassandra appears eating French fries, making dirty jokes, and drinking whiskey so she can prove that she's not one of 'those' women-not a feminist, not a prude, not a girly girl. Cassandra is a sight in two ways: thematically, within the narrative, as she struggles with the pleasure and danger of being 'seen,' and as one for the audience. As we watch the two women, we hear their strug gle, at times acquiescing to the gaze with a "thank you," at times confronting it with a "fuck you." At moments, they fall comfort ably into the realism of their story, and at others they break the fourth wall with biting satirical commentary on how female bod ies perform-or how they are expected to.
What happens, then, if women are not sights but sounds? Mouthpiece confronts the pitfalls of representation politics and visual culture by creating a complex sonic space. The play opens in the dark, with the pair singing a tight, lilting harmony, their voices dancing. The melody is as beautiful as it is funny, playful in its skirting around the scale, and dipping into deeper, weirder noises. Their discovery of more guttural noises leads to some excit ing agentic terrain: "[There's] these patriarchal structures of text and even melody . . . but then other stuff-the (Nostbakken trills, pops, and spurts)-really feels like it accesses what we hope to be authentic expression. . . . The vocalization of a feeling of what it is to be a woman" (Nostbakken and Sadava personal interview). Sound becomes a space of agency in the play, and perhaps here, there is a sliver of hope for Cassandra, and indeed feminism-the pair mention that while women haven't always had a voice, they have always had song (Nostbakken and Sadava, Mouthpiece 15).
The original score sprinkled throughout the play mirrors the chronological history of women through time, starting with a mother's lullaby, going forward to the Andrews Sisters, Billie Hol liday, Joni Mitchell, and Janis Joplin, and closing with Beyoncé (15). The dance movements too track their way through hist ory-from the short, tight choreography of flappers of the twen ties to the more sweeping movements of the seventies and, final ly, contemporary sex-positive, ass-slapping choreography. In an interview, Sadava mentions that in researching the choreography, 
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she and Nostbakken were surprised to find how similar the move ments were across time, and so their three dance numbers also have a similar core choreography. History repeats itself. I am re minded of the bleak final lines of Linda Griffiths's Age of Arous al, when the women fighting for sexual agency in the Victorian era state, "In 30 years [1915] it will all be accomplished" (130). Mouthpiece's historical energy is equally promising and disheart ening. Such historical amnesia/hope/cynicism is an ongoing con versation throughout feminist performance politics. 4 Sadava tells me how often the play has been deemed "timely." When they first performed the piece in 2016, Jian Ghomeshi was acquitted. Then, they performed it again after Hillary Clinton wasn't elected. Now, in the wake of #MeToo, they are deemed "timely" yet again. "Every time we do the show, or something related to the show, critics will go, now it's relevant, now, it's really important, now. It wasn't really important before: now it's relevant. But there's always a reason for people to say that" (Nostbakken and Sadava personal interview). And so, here perhaps, a "so what?". What makes this play so special, we might ask? Hasn't it been done? Why now? Because even sometimes when we talk, we aren't heard-because even when we're heard, we forget.
Near the beginning of the play, without context or explana tion, an excited lecturer tells us that the very act of making a sound involves pressure in the lungs. Pressure is the "fuel of the voice" (Nostbakken and Sadava, Mouthpiece 23). What starts as physical pressure becomes social pressure by the end of the play, as we watch Woman Left and Woman Right fight over the microphone, fight for the power to speak. It's a fight to/for death-it is a eulogy they're here to perform, after all. It's a fight with the self-what self-mon itoring are we doing that is keeping us from speaking? And even when we speak, what structures, patriarchal and personal, inform our speaking? "Am I speaking with my own voice?" (17). They are relentless with their repetitive approach to the microphone. It is as exhausting and painful as it is hopeful to watch; it seems fruitless, their efforts to be more than just a mouthpiece. Nevertheless, they persisted. Eventually, Woman Left wins, but as she approaches the microphone, she is stopped by something invisible-pulled back as if some giant glass hook is pulling her off stage.
Finally, exhausted, the pair find synthesis and choose to ar rive together at the microphone, resolved and ready. They breathe deep, yet they find, still, that they have no voice. They let out a silent scream. The scream itches at my own throat as the silence gives way to a whine and then finally, as the lights go down, to a voice in the dark, singing. Remember: "The voice is actually felt and not just heard" (38). And that's when I started to cry.
Notes
1 At the time of writing, Quote Unquote is casting the roles of Woman Left and Woman Right for a touring performance. It will be interesting to see how the play changes with different actors play ing the roles, and how race, sexuality, or other identity formations will influence potential readings of the play.
2 The notes on the printed script suggest that Woman Left and Right might be metaphors for the left and right sides of the brain (17). But when I ask the creators about this, they see it as just one reading of the play, rather than an essential or singular understanding of the work.
3 Michele Landsberg argues in the introduction to the printed text that this play is a return to second wave feminism (7). Yet this state ment reflects the illogical separation between second and third wave-classifying 'feminism' in a way that is just as reductive as see ing the left and right women as merely opposites. While the play is about the death of a mother, I hope we can layer our understanding of feminism not through a generational divide, but rather through a meeting across time. For more on the false dichotomy between second and third wave feminism, see Evans and Chamberlain.
4 For some varied takes on this topic, see Dolan; Muñoz; Zita.
